Since hyperbolicity is conveniently defined for quasi-linear systems, and as an additional reference, we define in § 1 the ideas of partial prolongations and absolute equivalence for such systems. Since these problems and methods are generally local, we usually express them in coordinate notation. Ehresmann's jet notation could have been used to provide an invariant treatment. We also assume all manifolds and functions are infinitely differentiable, although it is not difficult to formulate the theorems for less smooth functions using available results in partial differential equations [3] . 
Then there exists a unique solution z
Proof. Apply standard existence theorems [3] = 0 is, however, hyperbolic in the ^-direction, for this larger system may be written
The matrix A^1 is now diagonalized while iϋf 1 is 1-dimensional, hence diagonal.
This example shows hyperbolicity is not invariant under partial prolongations, even if both systems are involutive in the a^-direction. Yet the initial value problem can be solved for Σ in the example. Proof. It suffices to consider one pair at a time in the sequence of systems joining Σ and Σ l9 showing that initial conditions carry over naturally and recalling that any solution of one system induces a solution of the others. Thus, one need consider only single partial prolongations or changes of variables. In each case the result follows from a detailed calculation.
3.
Complex systems* In this section we determine a class of systems which contains the hyperbolic systems and is closed under -equivalence. Hence q = qJPP and r = τ λ PP are complex eigenvectors of A which are carried to zero by C.
Since AE -EH -CM, qE is an eigenvector of H belonging to the eigenvalue a -ib while rE belongs to a + ib. From EJ = CN it follows that (qE)J = (r£7)J = 0. For every Λf β , H + JM 6 has these same eigenvectors and values. Letting Q be n x n nonsingular so that where J' is t x U with rank £ < n -2, there must exist by Lemma 1 a matrix Q x on a neighborhood of (x 0 , z Q ) such that
where iίi is 2x2 with nonreal eigenvalues. Letting Q -Q X Q, it follows that
The lower two rows in this matrix are (0 H λ ). It follows that for every choice of M u , Λf 6 , the matrix Z has nonreal eigenvalues for any (x Q , z 0 ) e \J, (u\ ., u n ) e R n . The converse follows at once by choosing
4* Examples* Several nonanalytic systems for which the initial value problem may be solved are α^-equivalent to systems hyperbolic in the α? p -direction. is absolutely equivalent to a system hyperbolic in the x p -direction. (We have not included such general systems is our definitions, but these can be extended in an obvious way).
Proof. The total prolongation is obtained by adding
Then q p -f (x, z,q l9 , q p^) = 0 is the 0-order equation; M P -0, L ap = 0 and N p -0 are the primary equations, and Λf α = 0, L ab = 0, = 0 generate the secondary equations. Since It is not difficult to check that Σ λ is a partial prolongation. Since K θ ; $ = Γ + λ θ if θ ; ί -vf-W; ί, (no summation on θ), Σ λ is involutive in the x 2 -direction and its secondary system is hyperbolic. The primary equations of Σ 1 may be written in the form
Since
the relevant matrix for Σ 1 is diagonalized.
COROLLARY. For a system satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5 the initial value problem is well posed.
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